CALL TODAY!
Buy ANY TWO products and receive a Zircon-Brite G Syringe FREE!
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Zircon-Brite

“Having to adjust ceramic and remove its beautiful glaze is very disappointing. Having the ability to easily polish it back to glaze shine is incredible. Now, being able to use DVA’s Zircon-Brite ‘G’ on all ceramics including, lithium disilicate, composite and temporaries is miraculous. Zircon-Brite ‘G’ does all of this and it’s extremely affordable.”

- Dr. Tony Soileau, Lafayette, LA

Seals and polishes - Composite, porcelain, zirconia, CAD CAM restorations and lithium disilicate

Great for re-polishing adjusted areas of a restoration

Costs nearly 1/10th of traditional polishes on the market

Includes applicable brush for polishing

Hard time polishing temporaries quickly? Zircon-Brite polishes temporary acrylic in seconds

“Just simpler, faster, less expensive & better!”

**Available in both operatory syringes and laboratory jars.**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Ceramo-Dotz & Compo-Dotz

- One step polish for ALL ceramic restorations; lithium disilicate, porcelain and zirconia in seconds
- Excellent for polishing chair-side adjustments, appropriate, sterlizable, contra-angle mini polishing brush-wheels are provided
- Prevention of cross-contamination procedures with single patient use, disposable ingots

- Polishes composite restoration in one, single step appropriate, sterlizable, contra-angle mini polishing buff-wheels are provided
- Provides incredibly smooth, highly polished surface in seconds
- Individual ingots for single-patient use, prevents cross-contamination

“Unbelievable results”

**Please see pg. 6 for brushes and buffs.**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
TranSil is a quick-setting, two-part transparent silicone material (vinyl polysiloxane with medium and high final hardnsses) that facilitates many clinical and laboratory procedures; such as:

- Fabricate accurate stints for temporaries that won’t damage diagnostic wax-ups
- Multi-use bite registration
- Replication of any original dentition or occlusal anatomy into wax, acrylic, composite or porcelain
- Light-cure composite directly through TranSil

“The great simplifier”

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Acryl-Marvel

- Allows acrylic appliances to be smoothed, pre-polished and hi-shined in seconds, without the use of messy pumice

- Smooth and re-polish ‘Sleep Apnea’ appliances

- Great for post-adjustment re-sealing and hi-shining acrylic appliances

- One-step polish for acrylic dentures, flexible partials, composites & alloys

- Special, one-time use packaging is available for hygeinic chairside adjustments

“The pumice eliminator”

**Available in 200Gr & 500gr bars, as well as one-time use kits.**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Acryl-Marvel Cream

Smothes and polishes all types of acrylic appliances instantly!

- Eliminates the need for pumice
- Quickly polishes flexible partial material to a high-luster
- Reduces polishing time considerably
- Amazing results on: Dentures, Partials, Flexibles, Sleep Apnea Appliances and Acetal Resin

“The simplest, fastest acrylic polish in existence”

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Mini-Brushes and Buffs

- Bristle Brushes are ideal for polishing all-types of ceramic materials
- Cotton Buffs are ideal for polishing composites and other resin based materials
- Offers easy polishing in close areas
- Small and comfortable for patients

“Small, convenient & exclusively available from DVA!”

**Available in packages of 36, 144 and mixed packs.**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Sin-Cer Sintered Diamonds

- Designed to shape and contour all-types of ceramic materials
- Reported to be up to 8xs stronger than traditional finishers
- Cuts all-types of ceramic faster, cooler & sharper
- Wears evenly down to the shank - chip resistant design

“Finally, natural appearing surface textures”

**Available in nine (9) different shapes.**
Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Purple Butterfly Discs

- Simplifies the cutting and contouring of all-types of ceramic materials
- Allows the separation of lithium disilicate sprues with ease
- Increased flexibility and strength
- Eliminates chatter
- Contains no metal core, thus eliminating black marks

“A new experience in a diamond disc”

**Available in 20mm x 0.20mm, 0.25mm, 0.30mm**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Orange Butterfly Discs

- Simplifies the separation of both precious, semi-precious and non-precious sprues
- Extremely durable
- Increased flexibility allows curved and accurate cuts
- Each disc has been reported to cut between 20-30 sprues without breaking

“Cut curves without breakage”

**Available in 22mm x 0.25mm & 26mm x 0.25mm.

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Tac-Gel

- Provides a third-hand while trying in all-types of veneering restorations
- Never fully cures; just stays ‘TACKY’
- Totally Water Soluble

“Position without permanence”

**Available in 2 gr and 10 gr syringes.**

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Twin-Trays

Cases are poured & automatically articulated in one, single pour per arch

Allows the ability to check accurate occlusion immediately after crowns are milled

Offers versatility of model production

Improves accuracy and simplicity of pouring “dual-arch” impressions

Improves case presentation

A great way to reduce patient chair-time

“Classic simplicity”

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.
Waxie-Paste

Ideal for relieving high spots during denture, crown and bridge adjustments

Totally water soluble

Apply only the amount precisely where you want

East to apply and marks repeatedly

Absolutely no waste

“Nothing more accurate - no space, no mistake”

Visit www.dentalventures.com to view product demonstration.